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Uprooted (2015), Naomi Novik’s horror-inflected, Nebula-winning fantasy novel, continues a well-
established history of women writers intervening in and revolutionising folkloric narrative. Consuming, 
cannibalising, and re-animating her folkloric and fairy-tale sources, first-generation Polish American 
Novik weaves an unmistakably Slavic-influenced tale from various narratives, ranging from children’s 
tales like “Agnieszka Skrawek Neiba” to wider Eastern European folk-tales and epics (Novik, 
Uprooted 436). Planting elements of these in “the fairy-tale Poland of [her] childhood,” Uprooted 
follows protagonist Agnieszka’s fight against the dark enchantments of a corrupting forest, whilst 
navigating war, magic, and courtly intrigue (Novik interviewed by Schwartz 2011, n.p.). In addition 
to these Slavic roots, Uprooted draws on features found within more familiar Franco-Germanic fairy-
tale sources, like “Rapunzel,” “Sleeping Beauty,” and their retellings, like Stephen Sondheim’s Into 
the Woods (1986). Such similarities emphasise folklore’s transnational appeal, but in appropriating 
these sources, Uprooted establishes clear yet problematic gendered tropes. Women are figured 
as intensely ripe, deeply sexualised foodstuffs and are then abducted, trapped in towers, and 
threatened with total consumption. A seemingly impenetrable, villainous natural force is subtly and 
dangerously coded as female, and a heroic princely figure tries to claim the trapped maiden as his 
prize. While she engages with these traditional fairy-tale tropes, Novik interrogates her sources’ 
treatment of women. Through Agnieszka’s evolution into vigilante heroine, secondary character 
Kasia’s monstrous transformation from powerless maiden to naturalised cyborg, and the Wood’s 
physical-representational feminine anger and sheer power, Novik attempts a feminist intervention 
into these patterns. This article, however, asserts that whilst Uprooted attempts to break free 
from the gendered restraints of the fairy-tale model, the efficacy of these interventions is limited. 
Ultimately, Novik’s female characters can never fully come into their own power and escape their 
status as consumable.

 Uprooted is more than simply a site of textual consumption and adaptation. Magical, 
sexual, and literal consumption become equally crucial to Uprooted’s narrative due to the 
gluttonous appetites of humans and Novik’s primary antagonist, the menacing, sentient Wood. Set 
in the country of Polnya, an analogue for medieval Poland, Uprooted is centred around Agnieszka, 
a plain village girl who is forcibly taken by the local wizard, the Dragon, to be his housekeeper. After 
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showing a hidden magical talent, she becomes his apprentice, and the two reluctantly work together 
to develop her powers. When her home is attacked by this supernatural forest, Agnieszka must use 
her newfound magic to rid the land of the Wood’s curse. The Wood’s corruption is spreading across 
the country: in her home-town of Dvernik, which sits in a valley that is slowly being taken over by the 
forest, as well as in Polnya’s royal court, which becomes dangerously, fatally corrupted by the Wood’s 
magic.

 Significantly, the abduction of women like Agnieszka, an act intrinsically linked to the battle 
against the Wood’s ceaseless growth, forms the narrative catalyst. The Dragon, the most formidable 
wizard in the land, “takes” a girl from his valley to be kept in his tower for ten years, in exchange 
for magical protection from the encroaching forest (Novik, Uprooted 3). There is both a distinct 
lack of consent from the young women who are lined up to be taken and a fatalistic bind in the 
valley-people’s acceptance that a girl must be chosen each decade. In a sinister mirroring of a 
marriage feast, the villagers even offer their misanthropic wizard-lord a banquet upon the taking-
day: “The feasting tables were set out in a square, loaded [with] tribute of the entire valley […] 
Sacks of wheat and oats were piled up on the grass” (11). Such feasting, associated with harvest and 
environmental fertility, highlights what ecofeminist scholar Emily Douglas terms women’s “edibility,” 
a status catalysed by society’s impulse to connect female corporeality and sexuality with food (243). 
Douglas astutely notes that throughout history and in our current moment:

Women are edible only as flesh, and primarily as a metaphor 
for sexual consumption This association of women with 
edibility is not an inherent property, but a social construction. 
In contrast, the concept of being eaten is erased from the ideal 
of masculinity: men are portrayed as and disciplined to be the 
consumers, not the consumed. (245-246).

Novik’s fictional culture clearly and rather uncomfortably reflects Douglas’ observations of our own 
society. The girls of Uprooted become naught but a rich, erotic bounty for the Dragon’s unknown 
desires: “a strange creature on another plane entirely,” the true motivation for the Dragon’s 
abductions is as unclear as the nature of the Dragon himself (Novik 150).

 Indeed, the Dragon’s kidnappings are assumed to be inherently carnal. Though he is 
human, the wizard’s chosen name belies a devouring appetite that strengthens his abductions’ 
implicitly sexual natures. Whilst Agnieszka notes that the “Dragon doesn’t eat the girls he takes,” 
they are obviously “ruined, even though the girls all say he never [touches] them. What else could 
they say?” (3). This assumption that the Dragon assaults the girls dynamically represents what 
popular culture scholar Laura Mattoon d’Amore acknowledges as “an acute knowledge of rape 
culture” held by young women within contemporary society and addressed within contemporary 
folkloric retellings, “a pervasive threat […] inscribed on the bodies of girls and women who are 
under constant attack by forces that desire to possess […] and contain them” (386-387). Certainly, 
the Dragon’s choosing forces the girls to confront their status as bodies to be (sexually) consumed. 
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Though Kasia, Agnieszka’s closest friend and the Dragon’s assumed victim, asserts that “He’s taken 
girls for a hundred years […] one of them would have admitted” to being assaulted, she still asks 
Agnieszka’s mother “to tell her how it happened when a girl was married” to prepare for her own 
violation (Novik 16). Terror lies at the heart of this interaction: Dragon as beastly predator, women as 
choiceless, intensely corporeal prey.

 Even the matrilineal bequeathing of feminine knowledge only partially challenges this 
terror. Stolen by the Dragon herself, upon Agnieszka’s realisation that she is now at risk of sexual 
violation, she cannot enact her mother’s advice to control her body: “I wasn’t brave—I didn’t think 
that I could take deep breaths, and keep from clenching up tight […] so it wouldn’t hurt” (16). Fear of 
rape rids women of bodily autonomy before the act even occurs and shows them to be defenceless 
within an already imbalanced power dynamic. The drastic age difference between the Dragon and 
his victims worsens this imbalance and the horror of his purported actions. As Agnieszka emphasises, 
“He should have been old and grey” but “at a quick glance in the street I might have thought him 
a young man […] someone I might have smiled at across the feast-table, and who might have asked 
me to dance” (11). A magical deception, only the “crows-nest of lines by his eyes” betrays the fact 
that the wizard is well over one hundred years old compared to Agnieszka, who is seventeen (Novik 
11); this age gap is, frankly, disturbing.

 That the young women’s abduction and potential sexual consumption is the cost of fighting 
the Wood reinforces women’s classification as prey within Novik’s constructed society. A dark cousin 
of the “Innocent Persecuted Heroine”, this notion reflects common themes found within countless 
fairy-tales, with the protagonists of “Sleeping Beauty” or “Snow White” forming prescient examples 
(Bacchilega, An Introduction 1). Continuously, as Simone de Beauvoir highlights in The Second Sex 
(1949), within story and reality “Woman is a special prize which the hero [is] destined to win […] 
What would Prince Charming have for occupation if he had not to awaken Sleeping Beauty?” (215). 
Uprooted’s opening repeats this ceaseless pattern of woman-as-reward. The valley-people accept 
their daughters’ potential fates, loving “a Dragon-born girl differently as she gets older […] knowing 
you so easily might lose them,” a passive phrase reinforcing the abductive status-quo (Novik 5). Even 
Agnieszka, at risk of becoming “tribute,” acknowledges that “He [The Dragon] protects us against 
the Wood” and people are consequently “grateful” enough to give their daughters as sacrifices 
(13, 4-5). Though “they knew it wasn’t right,” villagers would only challenge their wizard-lord if he 
literally “wanted to eat one of [their daughters] every ten years” (62, 3). Compounding the heroines’ 
innocence and persecution is that, as folklorist and scholar Kay Stone highlights, the popularised 
heroines like those of the Brothers Grimm and Disney are not only passive and pretty, but unusually 
patient, obedient, industrious, and quiet (16). Narratives containing such female characters, who 
are admired for and retain their redemptive, positive qualities even in the face of persecution, 
only celebrate and normalise female sacrificial behaviour in relationships. These women will be 
persecuted, and they will (or can) often do little, if anything, to alter their fates.

 Some critics, like Anna Faktorovich, read the novel’s premise as intrinsically damaging and 
even dangerous for its readership. In her review of Novik’s work, Faktorovich evaluates that:
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The trouble is that [Uprooted] is not being sold as a 
pornographic masochistic fantasy, but rather has a painting of 
a castle, a princess in a tower and other fairytale components 
on the cover and the blurbs and description also mention the 
words fairytale, stressing that it is intended for young adult 
readers. (75)

Whilst a detailed discussion of folk- and fairy-tale adaptations’ audiences and readership is outside 
this article’s scope, it is vital to note that assuming that fairy-tales cater solely for younger audiences is 
problematic. Such criticism ignores that, as Maria Tatar in ““Violent delights” in Children's Literature” 
(1998) notes, “Fairy tales may now belong to the culture of childhood, but they have always been 
of adult making” (71). Though fairy-tale adaptations such as Uprooted or Angela Carter’s seminal 
short story collection The Bloody Chamber (1979) often feature younger protagonists, particularly 
young women, this does not mean they are aimed at younger readers. They are often graphically 
adult, drawing on the latent violence and sexuality of their sources: Carter’s work is especially dark, 
featuring many instances of abuse, alongside necrophilia, incest, and rape. Elise Bruhl and Michael 
Gamer note that even among university students, generally aged over eighteen, “Carter’s texts 
have a polarizing effect on students” (135). Many are shocked by Carter’s “violent, ornate and highly 
sexualized” versions of well-known tales, though she draws on their original content (135). Younger 
readers should not be prohibited from reading works like The Bloody Chamber and Uprooted, which 
Novik has explicitly stated was “written for adults,” but many fairy-tale adaptations are definitively 
not Young Adult (naominovik.com 2015).

 Criticising adult works for adult content thus seems redundant. Certainly, describing 
Uprooted as “Pornographic” is hyperbolic (Faktorovich 75). Sexual acts occur in the novel, but they 
are relatively realistic, avoid gratuity, and signal consent: for example, Agnieszka asks, “Do you 
want me to go?” before she sleeps with the Dragon (Novik, Uprooted 353, emphasis in original). 
Both wizard and apprentice consume and are consumed; though an underlying asymmetry in their 
statuses remains, further complicated by their master-pupil dynamic, their desire is mutual. However, 
Faktorovich’s allegation that Uprooted often tends towards worrying elements of “masochistic 
fantasy” seems accurate (75). Whilst the novel’s emphasis on female pleasure is a refreshing break 
from the conventional literary focus on male sexual satisfaction, this does not redeem one of 
Uprooted’s most challenging narrative threads: Prince Marek’s sexual assault of Agnieszka.

 Another generic fairy-tale figure, Marek is the younger son of the King of Polnya and the 
late Queen Hanna, whose disappearance into the Wood before the novel’s start has cast a dark 
shadow over the kingdom. As an archetype, Marek clearly descends from the hero of epic romance; 
a “tall, golden haired, broad-shouldered” warrior (Novik 40), he is a near-angelic figure immortalised 
in “at least a dozen stories and songs” for killing “three or four or nine giants” (40-41), although 
his authority is weakened by Agnieszka’s doubt of these tales’ truth. His behaviour towards women 
also perpetuates the role of hypermasculine champion, continuing the incessant pattern of fairy-tale 
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damsel as consumable pleasure. Like many folkloric princes, Marek views women as his right: it is 
he, rather than the Dragon, who enacts the rape-fantasy assumed to take place within the wizard’s 
obtusely phallic tower. Within pages of their meeting, Marek attempts to forcefully “overcome” 
Agnieszka, comforting her as he kisses and touches her without consent “as though [she] were a horse 
to be reined in and made calm” (43-44). Though Novik has Agnieszka successfully resist his assault 
by using her innate magic, this uncomfortably narrow escape does not diffuse the power of rape 
culture. Rather, this early episode within Uprooted clearly exemplifies folklorist Cristina Bacchilega’s 
assertion that fairy-tales possess “rigid sexual patterns [that] teach fear and masochism as tenets of 
femininity” (Postmodern Fairy Tales 51). Not only does Agnieszka attempt to rationalise the prince’s 
actions, commenting that “It’s not that he was taking pleasure in overcoming me” (Novik 43), but 
the Dragon excuses Marek’s behaviour by asserting that Marek “thought of it as cuckolding” the 
wizard (49). Here, the Dragon vindicates Marek’s actions as being spurred by a toxic masculinity that 
views women as men’s property and, consequently, fuels men to sexually claim women as a form of 
(intra)masculine domination. Doing so, the Dragon completely ignores Agnieszka’s trauma to focus 
on threats to his own power and virility. He relegates her suffering, excuses Marek’s wrongdoing, and 
continues to force women into the role of object to be feasted upon by male desire.

 Immediately, then, Uprooted adheres to typical fairy-tale tropes that, amongst other 
consequences, fundamentally code women as consumable and men as their consumers. The 
Wood forms an antagonistic threat to the status-quo. Two powerful, predatory males dominate the 
narrative. A woman becomes their heroic bounty; she is abducted and trapped in a tower, unable 
to escape. However, Novik stages a seemingly feminist intervention into these traditional folkloric 
patterns part-way through her narrative. Such an intervention echoes the ways in which Angela 
Carter re-approached and re-visioned the narrative principles of traditional Franco-Germanic fairy-
tales from a second-wave feminist perspective in The Bloody Chamber, which became a touchstone 
of modern Gothic women’s writing. Centring women, female bodies and female experience in her 
adaptations, Carter transported “new wine into old bottles” when constructing her stories (Carter 
and Uglow 37), attempting to create modern, adult and yet progressive tales within the skeletons of 
traditional fairy-tales. With Uprooted, Novik enacts a similar transformation, endeavouring to subvert 
the expectations that readers may have established and the structures of folk-tales themselves.

 The most obvious way in which Novik attempts to break the folk-tale’s spine is through 
Agnieszka’s characterisation. Upon her abduction, Agnieszka immediately rejects the status of 
persecuted heroine and embodies a spirit akin to d’Amore’s concept of “vigilante feminism” (387). In 
this positive feminist mode, women address matters of justice: they combat gender-based prejudice 
and violence, protecting anyone attacked by patriarchy through direct female action. Protecting 
herself and others against instances of violence, abduction, persecution, and the Wood’s corruption, 
Agnieszka does not let her stereotypically fairy-tale situation force her into passivity. Instead, she 
plays the hero-part that male characters, like Marek, typically inhabit. When Agnieszka’s home is 
attacked by the Wood, for example, she defies the Dragon’s orders to “do absolutely nothing” 
(Novik 58, emphasis in original). Stealing his potions and realising her magical potential, Agnieszka 
enacts her own rescue, becoming a Rapunzel who needs no prince in her metamorphosis from 
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helpless village girl to gifted witch. Significantly, she uses the “ridiculous gowns” that the Dragon 
wills her to wear (35), themselves symbolic of his patriarchal power and desire to make her more 
visually consumable, “to make […] a rope,” abseil down the tower, and race to save Dvernik (60).
Agnieszka similarly rejects social acceptance when she later stands before the royal court as a 
budding witch. Defying socio-political and magical hierarchy, she champions two women who are 
to “die by the flame” after being potentially corrupted by the Wood (299): Kasia and Queen Hanna, 
the latter of whom is rescued by Agnieszka and her allies after being trapped by the Wood for almost 
twenty years. Here, and throughout Uprooted, Agnieszka enacts d’Amore’s vigilante feminism, 
being “strong on behalf of others” and continuously seeking “paths of justice that deeply unsettle 
the structures of power implicit in patriarchy” (d’Amore 390). Doing so, Agnieszka becomes Stone’s 
“active” heroine (19), one of the women who “are not victims of hostile forces beyond their control 
but are, instead, challengers who confront the world rather than waiting for success to fall at their 
pretty feet” (19). Uprooted’s female characters possess welcome depth; they are not simply strong, 
nor blankly confrontational. Agnieszka may be magically powerful enough, even as a supposed 
novice, for her to fall under the Mary-Sue label, but it is important to note that she remains equally 
flawed, straddling gender roles and defying patriarchal impulses to be contained or labelled.1

 Embracing stereotypically female domestic responsibilities alongside demolishing 
gendered expectations, she cooks for the Dragon and undertakes most of their household tasks, 
and in doing so finds soothing purpose. Here, food is not a threatening symbol and consumption 
is not a sexual act. Rather, they become connections to the homely and familiar, to other women 
rather than the Dragon: “to cure [her] loneliness” post-abduction, for example, Agnieszka makes 
“a small feast” for herself (Novik 56). This gastronomic ritual is inspired by thoughts of home, by 
rustic images like her mother “basting the great ham” and “turning the potatoes into the dripping 
pan beneath” and Kasia “rolling the beautiful fine senkach cake” (56). Food and cooking foster 
sisterhood, an intensely feminine connection that provides comfort during Agnieszka’s imprisonment 
in the threatening, masculine space of the Dragon’s tower. This is echoed in the later connection 
between Agnieszka and the Dragon’s previous abductees. Drawing on the “Courage!” that ends 
one of the other women’s recipes (20), Agnieszka uses these female bonds to drive her quest to save 
her loved-ones and herself when she escapes the tower to save her hometown. Whilst the domestic 
sphere remains ideologically attached to traditional patriarchal oppressions and gendered roles that 
demand that women be homemakers, it also nurtures important connections to other women that 
inspire Agnieszka’s empowerment, self-belief, and definitive valour.

 An even greater dismantling of fairy-tale stereotypes takes place within Kasia’s 
characterisation. From Uprooted’s start, Kasia is portrayed as the flawless fairy-tale heroine, a gentle 
country girl explicitly connected to the land and harvest: “She had thick wheat-golden hair […] 
her eyes were warm brown, and her laugh was like a song that made you want to sing it” (5). 
Cunningly acknowledging her metafictional subversions, Novik has Agnieszka concede that: “I know 
I’m making her sound like something out of a story. But it was the other way around. When my 
mother told me stories […] I imagined [the heroines] all a little like Kasia” (5). Kasia’s identity is plainly 
established. Within a typical fairy-tale narrative, she would be a heroine or an innocuous maiden. 
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Almost mystically virtuous, she is the valley’s “most special” girl (5). Everyone is certain she will be 
taken: her prescribed destiny is to be reaped and consumed by the wizard-lord.

 However, Novik distinctly breaks from folkloric structure here. Marcia R. Lieberman asserts 
that within traditional folklore and fairy-tale “the immediate and predictable result of being beautiful 
is being chosen,” but with Kasia, Novik destabilises this convention (385). The explicitly beautiful, 
almost ripened girl is not spirited away by a beastly male, as may be expected, but is chosen by 
a rather different, implicitly female organism altogether, the Wood. This development, however, is 
not wholly progressive. Agnieszka is abducted in her place, continuing the pattern of kidnap-and-
control dominating the novel’s plot, even if she quickly achieves freedom. Neither can Kasia escape 
her consumptive destiny. In imagining her friend as perfect fairy-tale heroine, even Agnieszka forces 
Kasia into this position. Though not sexually consumed within the villagers’ imagined rape-fantasy or 
by the double bind of a marriage-motherhood destiny, Kasia becomes an obvious, significant target 
for the Wood’s corruption due to her extremely close friendship with Agnieszka. To attack Kasia is 
to attack Agnieszka and her allies, who are the Wood’s prime enemies by this point in the novel. 
Hence, Kasia is fertile ground in which the Wood quite literally plants its thirsty roots. Emulating the 
phraseology of the Dragon’s abductions, the Wood’s monstrous creatures eventually “[take] her” 
(Novik 99). When Agnieszka finally discovers her, Kasia is “bound” to a tree, nearly fully consumed: 
“Her back was against the trunk and her arms drawn backwards around it […] the bark had already 
grown over her […] the grey skin smooth and hard, as though she had been swallowed into the trunk 
whole, all of her made part of the tree, of the Wood” (106).

 This horrific arboreal consumption does more than simply parallel the forceful sexual 
domination elsewhere in Uprooted. The Wood’s attempted entombment enacts a feminist 
transformation within Kasia’s character arc and Uprooted’s wider narrative: Kasia transcends the role 
of helpless heroine, being saved not by a Marek-like “hero [of] the songs” but by her closest female 
friend (133). Vigilante magician Agnieszka risks her own life and defies unspoken societal rules to enter 
the Wood, free Kasia from the heart-tree, and purge any corruption using her newfound, powerful 
magic. Following this, Kasia is changed physically and in relation to the narrative. Entombment 
within the heart-tree and exposure to the Wood’s corruption turns her wooden: “Her skin was soft, 
but beneath it her flesh was unyielding […] Her hair shone […] curling into whorls like the knot of 
a tree. She might have been a carved statue” (151). Once valued for her beauty, she is now “some 
new kind of monstrosity put forth by the Wood,” an inescapably visual hybrid of nature and woman 
(151).

 Significantly, Kasia’s transformation allows her to escape the objectification that, as a 
young woman expected to be abducted, have defined her existence. Her metamorphosis blurs 
the boundaries between the familiar and the arboreal unknown, figuring Kasia within the liminal, 
powerful space between human and nonhuman. In this moment, as J. Halberstam asserts of wider 
Gothic horror, “the human, the façade of the normal, [becomes] the place of terror” (162). After 
surviving the Wood, an incomprehensible feat for those around her, Kasia is inextricably phyiscally 
altered by her experience, becoming a half-wooden “monstrosity” that exists beyond her peers’ 
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cognisance (Novik 151). Thus, she becomes feared and ostracised from a culture that valued her 
solely for her feminine aesthetics. Though remaining “beautiful […] unearthly so, preserved and 
shining,” Kasia becomes Othered by her strange appearance and can no longer follow a path of 
marriage-then-motherhood (151). Like the girls the Dragon takes, she becomes a different kind of 
woman to those in the valley; the Dragon stresses this, doubting Kasia could find any “farmer […] 
who wouldn’t mind his wife is made of wood” (149). The supernatural strength bequeathed by her 
monstrosity only further separates Kasia from the passivity of her previous life. Her heroic virtue sets 
her up not as inactive victim but as an active heroine, similarly to Agnieszka. Certainly, Kasia uses 
her “pure brute strength” to protect those in need, such as Polnya’s royal children, whose parents 
are killed by the malevolent forces of Wood mid-way through the text (335). The Wood’s magic, 
itself drawing from equally powerful and monstrous women, makes Kasia strong enough to knock 
swords “straight out of” men’s hands and shove horses “bodily back” with her bare hands, feats 
she would not have been able to accomplish before her transformation (335, 336). Her starkly literal 
naturalisation, a phenomenon discussed later in this article, is not oppressive but radical, denying 
her the fate of traditional fairy-tale damsel through offering her the role of dynamic, grotesque 
heroine.

 Despite the character journeys discussed above, the overall efficacy of Novik’s feminist 
interventions into traditional fairy-tale narrative remains questionable. Novik may begin to uproot 
the traditionally masculinist narrative structures of folklore and fairy-tales, but her efforts are limited. 
Often, she seems unable to fully deliver upon crucial points of her transformations. Certainly, Kasia’s 
newfound, fantastical strength gives her purpose outside her previous prey-like existence, allowing 
her to become a superhuman “champion” to Polnya’s new king in a role that continues in the 
lineages of a character like Tamora Pierce’s lady-knight Alanna (Novik 429).2 Though she is not 
disguised and experiences a much more non-consensual transformation than Alanna, Kasia similarly 
rejects hegemonic, gendered expectation to become a sword-wielding guardian figure, using her 
traumatic experience to defend others against the Wood.

 By the novel’s end, however, Kasia takes on an overtly maternal protector-role for Polnya’s 
royal children which foils and ultimately weakens her post-transformation freedoms. Agnieszka is 
complicit in this, instructing Kasia to “Keep the children safe” rather than fight when the Dragon’s 
tower is attacked towards the novel’s dénouement (373). Hereon, though she later becomes 
“champion” and “captain of the guard” (429), Kasia seems tied to the young royals, evacuating 
them to the safety of a city far from the Wood and acting as their protector whilst there (428). 
This may be her active choice, one emphasising that maternal behaviour and female strength are 
not mutually exclusive. Having Kasia reject any form of motherhood completely and become a 
“champion” outside of a mother-protector role would have been far more radical, however, allowing 
her transformation to completely disrupt her initial status as the perfect potential bride and mother 
(429).

 Though the Dragon quickly becomes a reluctant hero and the novel’s love interest, too, his 
and Agnieszka’s relationship is an uncomfortable one due to the disparity between their ages, powers, 
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and statuses. Furthermore, their romance only reinforces a blanket fairy-tale heteronormativity that 
ignores potential queer female identity in the novel. Agnieszka’s and Kasia’s intense connection not 
only seem much stronger than that between Agnieszka and the Dragon, it also solicits a romantic 
reading: consistently, the women’s interactions are intensely tender and physical, even during the 
novel’s gravest moments. After discovering Kasia bound to the Heart-tree, for example, Agnieszka 
“caught Kasia’s hands in [her] wet, dirty ones and pressed them to [her] lips, [her] cheeks” (106). 
When Kasia starts to recover after being purged of the Wood’s magic, too, Agnieszka expresses 
her relief through intimate touch: “I cupped her face in my hands, smiling through tears, and she 
managed to close her claw-like hands around mine and smile back” (148). Agnieszka’s gaze is even 
described as “too loving” (151), and the novel’s opening reads as a doomed star-crossed romance, 
with Agnieszka crying herself to sleep and “[clinging] to her” friend in the face of their impending 
separation (6, 7).

 Yet, to echo Patricia Duncker’s sharp criticism of Carter’s totalising heterosexuality, it seems 
that Novik “could never imagine Cinderella in bed with the Fairy Godmother” (Duncker 8), though a 
romantic relationship between Uprooted’s central female characters would be a welcome, extremely 
believable subversion of fairy-tale and folkloric romantic archetype. Equally as questionably, Marek’s 
character arc fails to truly critique his actions at the novel’s beginning. His attempted rape is never 
addressed in a way that offers Agnieszka justice: rather, the Dragon gives Marek a fabricated 
“memory of enjoying [Agnieszka’s] favours,” reinforcing a wholly false image of Marek as predacious 
victor (Novik 51). Alongside this, his valiant death in the assault against the Wood-queen and his 
life’s mission to “bring his mother back” further gives him a completely undeserved redemptive 
journey (246). The lasting image as he dies trying to free his mother is one of familial love, sacrifice, 
and nobility – “he looked for a moment like a child, or maybe a saint, pure with want […] he looked 
like a king” (385). But in framing Marek as martyr, Novik completely ignores and perhaps even 
excuses his prior attempted assault.

 The Wood itself is also a complicated entity. Though blessing Kasia with a freeing, powerful 
monstrosity, the Wood is a problematic, if fascinating, phenomenon. Elizabeth Parker rightly identifies 
the forest as “a space in which we are eaten,” a site of horrific and fear-instilling consumption 
(277), and Novik’s forest is indeed an egalitarian consumer, uncaring of what or whom it devours 
in its expansion. The Wood perfectly embodies Parker’s “bad” forest of literary horror, a “terrifying 
wilderness” and “a voracious and consuming threat” (277, 275, 288). It is cursed, unnatural: “fires 
always died when they reached the shadow beneath the dark trees” and “a savage song” dwells 
in its boughs (, a hideous warping of idyllic birdsong that “[whispers] of madness and tearing and 
rage” (Novik, Uprooted 105). Its creatures possess insatiable bloodlust and its fruit is a strange, 
corrupted bounty that punishes human consumption and enthrals its victims: “Anyone who ate 
of [the Wood’s produce] grew sick with anger, struck at their families, and in the end ran into the 
Wood and vanished” (8). A transient space in which identity is easily lost, the Wood is inescapable, 
ensnaring, and polluting. The ultimate consumer and most dangerous consumable, Novik’s forest 
and the women changed by it are equally as dangerous and unsettling as canonical Horror’s most 
threatening creatures and predatory men.
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 Far too little attention has been paid to the Wood’s gendered implications. Much greater 
focus is generally placed on the novel’s central relationships in any discussion or examples. But 
the Wood is not genderless, as may be assumed due to its non-human form. Rather, it is subtly 
coded as female due to its primary victims, a dyad of queens consumed and corrupted centuries 
apart, as well as its famous inhabitant Old Jaga. A loose and more amiable interpretation of the 
cannibalistic, morally ambiguous Slavic witch Baba Yaga, Jaga’s wild magic is crucial in Agnieszka’s 
fight against the Wood. Such female alignment with an impressively dangerous magical-natural 
entity raises difficult gendered questions, especially surrounding the concept of naturalising within 
the folk-tale. Connecting women to nature has, to echo ecofeminist scholar Val Plumwood, been 
used as a major tool in female oppression through positing women as the antithesis to reason, as 
passive, reproductive animals, or as beautiful things to be viewed, tamed or devoured by man (19-
20). De Beauvoir also notes how woman is “the privileged object through which [man] subdues 
Nature” (188), and Stone similarly reads folkloric forests and flowers as explicitly Freudian female 
symbols suggesting either entry or entrapment (19). Such naturalising implicitly traps women within 
the binary of being passive consumptive or aggressive consumer, positions prime for taming by the 
patriarchy.

 The Wood’s femininity works to subvert the oppressions of female naturalisation, creating a 
nonconforming space that reconstitutes and strengthens female bodies and identities. An incessantly 
reproductive form of Barbara Creed’s “archaic mother,” an entity that “conceives all by herself” and 
exists “outside morality and the law” (27), the Wood and the women aligned with it are neither weak 
nor submissive. Crucially, for much of the novel, the Wood is not nurturing but is consuming, magical, 
and voracious, complicating conceptions of the female body as a site of redemptive nature. Robert 
Pogue Harrison rightly deems the forest locale as the “antecedent to the human world” (1), and 
whilst the forest is indeed the threatening and untamed – possibly untameable – space that Parker 
imagines, it can also form an idyllic space that offers queer, atypical freedoms that human civilization 
cannot. Certainly, Kasia’s transformation, a moment of rupture and regeneration, creates a version 
of Donna Haraway’s female “cyborg” that “skips the steps […] of [female] identification with nature 
in the Western sense” and suggests “a way out of the maze of dualisms” that define contemporary 
Western notions of gender and woman’s relation to nature (149-179). Post-transformation, Kasia 
embodies qualities that medievalist, ecocritic, and queer theorist Carolyn Dinshaw associates with 
the Green Man, whom Dinshaw reads as an intrinsically queer figure. Both “weird amalgams,”  Kasia 
and the Green Man “place taxonomies into question, press categories up against one another, put 
classifications and hierarchies of the human under scrutiny” (276).

 The Wood-queen may also appear the “inert and passive” woman described in The Second 
Sex (de Beauvoir 189) – a “strange” sleeper, who is “not quite alive [and] might have been carved 
from wood” (Novik 403) – but even as she slumbers, she is incredibly formidable. A supremely 
powerful representational and narrative device, the Wood-queen is a horribly powerful entity herself, 
able to possess and control Queen Hanna. Her and her sister’s magic “made the wood” centuries 
before the novel’s start in an attempt to protect their “wood-people” from human influence, though 
doing so doomed them (384, 412). Her grotesque body and desires embody, symbolise, and power 
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the forest and its creatures: “she was the Wood, or the Wood was her. Her roots went too deep” 
(386). When Agnieszka and the Dragon try to vanquish her, only Luthe’s Summoning – a complex, 
story-like spell which summons the “clear, cool light” of truth itself (139) – works. Able to withstand 
“bursts of fire” and “torrents of flame,” the Wood-queen is a witch who cannot be burnt (403, 
404). Her “fury” sustains her, with Agnieszka noting that it is as if she does not know “how to die” 
(406, 404). Female anger is here entwined with a dangerous natural force; the Wood’s dark ecology 
becomes a supremely effective cypher with which to express the power of female rage.

 Even if Old Jaga’s magics are gentle and herbal, she also remains a fierce, immensely 
powerful witch whose spells are crucial to Agnieszka’s overpowering of the previously untameable 
Wood. Contrasting the logic and “perfect precision” of the Dragon’s spells completely (92), Jaga’s 
magic is intensely natural, intensely anarchic: “a few words, a few gestures, a few bits of herbs and 
things. No particular piece mattered” (92). Yet much like she draws on the feminine courage of her 
damsel forebears when in the wizard’s tower, at the novel’s end Agnieszka embraces and channels 
Jaga’s connection with the environment to become a supremely powerful, Wood-conquering 
hedge-witch herself. Neither masculine reason nor sheer destruction is enough to thwart the Wood’s 
corruption. Rather, the Wood’s female power establishes women both as saviours and adversaries: 
this formidable, villainous femininity emphasises that female characters do not simply have to be 
heroines who reinforce the status quo.

 However, that Queen Hanna’s adultery is linked to this antagonistic entity complicates 
these gender politics: after allegedly having an affair, Hanna is said to have become trapped in 
the Wood when she and her lover flee into the forest to escape capture by the King’s men. Female 
desires, especially those that destabilise accepted socio-political behaviours, are aligned with an evil, 
consumptive, and destructive force. A criticism of female sexual freedom seems implicit, especially 
when contrasted with Novik’s treatment of Prince Marek. Where Marek’s sexual immoralities are 
disregarded, his mother’s form much of the source of antagonism between Novik’s fictional warring 
countries. The popularised story of Hanna’s disappearance details how twenty years before the 
novel’s start, Crown Prince Vasily of Rosya, Polnya’s rival nation, “had fallen in love with [her] and 
they’d run away together […] when the king’s soldiers had drawn near on their trail they’d fled into 
the Wood” (49). This elopement started “one war after another, broken only by occasional truces 
and a few short-lived treaties” (49).

 Complicating Hanna’s fate is the ambiguity of her infidelity. Whilst Agnieszka and her fellow 
valley-people “agreed it had all been the Wood’s doing from the start” (49), a shrewd attack on both 
Polnya and Rosya that would allow the forest to “[creep] a little farther into both realms each year” 
(50), the truth of this is unknown. Vasily may have abducted Hanna – Agnieszka details that “He’d 
fallen in love” (49, emphasis mine), overlooking Hanna’s sexual agency – or Hanna’s infidelity could 
have been an active choice, though Agnieszka struggles to comprehend this, as the Queen had 
“two small children” and would surely never wish to “start a war with her own husband” (49). If the 
latter is true, the novel’s treatment of Hanna becomes even more questionable, valuing her mother- 
and wifehood alone. Marek is eventually redeemed by martyrdom, but his mother cannot act upon 
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her own desires without being killed, consumed, and reanimated as the embodiment of evil.

 Uprooted ends on a near-utopian vision. Death frees the Wood-queen from her perpetual 
corruption and Agnieszka continues Jaga’s work, cleansing the forest of evil. Fruit – consistently 
symbolic of female wickedness, with the Edenic apple and the death-apple created by Snow White’s 
stepmother forming the supreme examples – becomes a purified signifier of female courage, 
intuition, and power. However, the novel’s lasting didactics and gentle, romantic conclusion do not 
balance Uprooted’s ideological confusions. Though the association of women with edibility and 
food is eventually subverted through moments like Kasia’s transformation from bountiful harvest 
to superhuman warrior and Agnieszka’s final role as caretaker for the Wood, Uprooted’s female 
characters remain bound to and consumed by patterns encoded within traditional fairy- and folk-
tales, and by male appetites. Female sexual agency is punished: it catalyses Uprooted’s political 
conflict and results in Queen Hanna’s villainous transformation and ultimate death. Conversely, male 
sexual immorality is generally disregarded: the problem of Marek’s assault remains, overlooking 
the forceful consumption of female bodies in favour of an attempted redemption arc. Equally, the 
disparities within Agnieszka and the Dragon’s relationship make their ‘happily-ever-after’ ending 
extremely uncomfortable, even if their union is consensual and loving. At other points, too, Novik’s 
work celebrates women for breaking gendered, canonical moulds, yet constantly undermines 
them for doing so, with potentially deadly ecological-magical consumption as the consequence. 
The Wood and the women associated with it form the perfect example. Though granting women 
incredible strength and subverting regressive nature-based stereotypes through consumption and 
physical-fantastical transformation, the Wood is intrinsically connected to female immorality and 
remains the punishment-site for female desire. Through vigilante feminism and inhuman strength 
Uprooted’s women can destabilise archetypal patterns and modes that encode women as objects 
to be stolen and consumed, but Novik’s feminist intervention into troubling folkloric narratives only 
stretches so far.

NOTES

1. The Mary-Sue trope originated in fanfiction and, as Fazekas and Vena note, often involves the 
author inserting “themselves—or, sometimes an idealized version of themselves—into the story, 
usually as the protagonist” (240).
These characters are often implausibly skilled in a way that is extremely plot-relevant, despite their 
context, background and often distinct lack of training in this area.

2. The heroine of Pierce’s Song of the Lioness quartet of novels (1983-1988), Alanna lives in a society 
in which only men can become knights. However, she refuses to accept her preordained role as 
a cloistered scholar and instead disguises herself as her brother in order to become a legendary 
warrior, going on to protect her kingdom from countless threats.
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